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l INTRODUCTION 

At its 86ili Statutory Meetmg, the ICES Council decided to establish a Study Group on Marine Habitat Mapping 
(SGMHM) [lCES C.Res.1998/2:39]. Although habitat mapping and classification are specifically mentioned in the 
remits of the Marine Habitat Committee, it was felt that at present there is not enough expertise in the Committee itself 
to link this kind of work effectively with initiatives that have already started. SGMHl\.1 was to ensure wider expert 
participation to help MHC to fulfill their tasks in an efficient way. The Study Group was to meet for 4 days in 1999 at a 
venue to be decided. 

2 TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The terms of reference for the 1999 meetmg of the Study Gro up on Marine Habitat Mapping were to: 

(a) ex p l ore whether a habitat classification for the lCES area can be achieved through cooperation with OSP AR 
IMP ACT or another mternational gro up. or a particular ICES habitat classification system is required. Emphasis 
will be put on the following points: 

i. whether the EUNIS (BlOMAR) classification type under construction is adequate to the needs of ICES, 

Il. if it is u se ful. how it can be extended or tailored to the needs of lCES; 

(h) propose how the contribution of JCES to developing a habitat classification system for the ICES area can be 
organised; 

(c) review the usefulness of GIS systems in this work; 

( d) prepare a plan of action to be decided upon by the Marine Ha bi tat Committee at its 1999 meeting; 

(e) assist the Marine Habitat Committee in its contribution to JCES Strategic Planning in the following tasks: 

l. formulating tactics to achievc the six objectives adopted by the Committee, 

11. suggesting and/or developing activities and products to fulfill the objectives, 

iii. estimating the resources required for each achvity according to categories that will be supplied. 

SGMHM will report to the Marine Habitat Committee at the 1999 Annua! Science Conference. 

3 OVERVIEW 

As a first slep in the activities of SGMHM, information was gathered on initiatives of OSPAR IMPACT and the 
European Environment Agency (EEA) in the field of habitat mapping and classification. Noting that the terms of 
reference for OSP AR IMP ACT and SGMHM had very much in common. the ICES Secretariat was informed about the 
outstanding chances to ensure wider expert participation in the work of the Marine Habitat Committee. After same 
discussion, it was decided to establish a cooperation in the fi_eld of habitat classification by holding a joint 
OSPAR/ICES/EEA Workshop on Habitat Classification and Biogeographic Regions (WKCLAS). This Workshop was 
held in Oban, Scotland from 6-10 September 1999. It was organised by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee 
(JNCC) and bosted by Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory in Oban, Scotland. 

The Workshop was well attended, with approximately 35 participants. 

During and immedJately after the closing of the Workshop, a meeting of SGMHM took place to review the outcome of 
the Workshop from an ICES perspective. The results of this review are presented below. It should be noted that this 
report is not a full Workshop report; therefore, it should be read in conjunction with the Oban Workshop report 
(OSPAR, 1999). 

The SGMHM meeting was attended by participants from Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States. The list of participants is attached as Annex l. 
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Eric Jagtman opened the first meeting of SGMHM and introduced the field of work of the Study Group. He explained 
that the Study Group was formed to help the ICES Marine Habitat Committee to fulf!ll its strategic obJectives. As it was 
felt that there is not enough ex:pertise in the field of ha bi tat mapping and classification in the 1\.ffiC itself, SGMHM was 
asked to effectively link expertise from the outer world to ICES activities. The Study Group rna y thus hel p to develop a 
dear v1ew on the benefits of habitat classification and mapping for ICES requirements. 

Though the attendance at the meeting of SGMHM was promising (totalling 17 participants), it appeared that only a few 
participants were actual norninated mernbers of the Study Group. Eric Jagtman urged the participants at the meeting to 
propose that their national dele gates norninate them to become members of the Study Gro up, since it had appeared from 
the Workshop that there is a certain amount of enthus1asm to undertake joint efforts. The ro le of SGMHM: in this re gard 
could be, apart from forming a platform for scientific discussion, the coordination of activities in the f1eld of habitat 
classification and mapping. 

Th1s report reviews the outcorne of the Oban Workshop from an ICES perspective. The WKCLAS report will be made 
available (through OSP AR) to ICES. For this reason, SGMHM refrains from gi ving a detail ed description of the 
discussions held during the Workshop. This report will cumrm::nt on the outcome of the Oban Workshop in relation to 
the terms of reference of the Study Gro up. 

4 EUNIS CLASSIFICA TJON ADEQUATE TO THE NEEDS OF ICES 

This section deals with i te ms (a) and (b) of the terms of reference. The plenary discussions were chaired by Dr David 
Connor from the JNCC (UK). 

At the Workshop the geographical scope of the current EEA-EUNIS classification was discussed in relation to the ICES 
and OSP AR areas of responsibility. It was recognised that ICES interests include American and Canadian Atlantic 
waters. However, for the purposes of the Workshop, it was agreed to focus the development of classification on the 
OSP AR area, as initiatives on ha bi tat classification on the western side of the Atlantic are still in a preHminary stage. 

The applicability of the EEA-EUNIS classitlcation was discussed in three parallel sub-groups dealing with rocky 
habitats, sediment habitats, and deep-sea habitats. 

From the report of the deep-sea group, it was concluded that the current classification is very poorly developed for 
deep-sea habitats. A more detailed and re-structured classification was developed by the sub-group, including 
preparation of same habitat descriptions, 

In the sediment sub-group, thcre was considerable discussion about the descriptors 'infralittoral' and 'circalittoral', 
which were considered too difficult to define consistently. The sub-group therefore proposed a revised definition of 
rock and sediment in the classification. 

The rocky habitats sub-group concluded that the current classification to level 3 is acceptable, but that surne new 
classification types may be required at leve! 4, especially for deep rock. 

In summary. the Workshop participants considered the EUNIS classification to leve! 3 generally acceptable for the 
OSPAR area. Difficulties were encountered, requiring lengthy discussion, but the Workshop report concludes that 
considerable progress was made and agreement reached on the outline structure of the classification. Same important 
modifications to the structure of the classification are required, together with the addition of new habitats, particularly at 
leve! 4. Furthermore. it was concluded that a validation of biotopes at leve! 4 should take place. The ICES Benthos 
Ecology Working Group (BEWG) was mentioned as a group ha ving sufficient expertise to undertake this task. 

In the subsequent meeting of SGMHM, participants were explicitly asked to comment on the applicability of the 
EUNIS classification for their own geographical area. From this it was. learned that the United States, Canada, and 
Portugal are willing to consider the feasibility of adopting the EUNIS clasSification for their own Atlantic regions. In 
the United States the Aquatic Restoration and Conservation (ARC) Partnership will discuss this subject in a workshop 
in October 1999. Dr Rebecca Allee declared that she was willing to inform SGMID-1 about the outcome of this 
workshop. 

We can conclude that in SGMHM there is considerable support for the EUNIS classification up to levd 3, but there is 
need for further development, detail ing, and validation. Below leve! 3 (i.e., levels 4 and 5), discussions have not yet led 
to final conclusions. The question of whether the EUNIS classification is suitable to the needs of ICES will have tu be 
ans wered in the future. 
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A proionged cooperation with OSP AR is considered to be useful, and it wås proposed to use future joint meetwgs fOr 
further elaboration of certain parts of the classtficatJOn. 

5 USE OF GIS IN HA BIT AT CLASSIFICA Tl ON; FEASIBILITY OF HABITA T MAPPING 

This scction dcals with item (c) of the terms of reference. During the Workshop a half-da y session was dedicated to 
developments in marine habitat mapping. There was hrnited time available for discussion, but this session produced 
same mceresting proposals for ICES. We were unable, with the time limitations, to address the subject of the use of GIS 
in habttat classification in suffictent detail. This 1tem will be dealt with in future meetings of SGMHM. 

The sess ion was chaired by Eric Jagtman (Netherlands, Chair of SGMHM) who briefly highlighted issues of interest for 
a discussion on the subject ot marine habitat mapping. He pointed out that, in summary, he felt that there were two main 
points to be dealt with in the session: 

a) the technical feasibility of habitat maps; 

b) the questwn of whether participants are willing to produce, in a joint effort, habitat rnaps within or for the OSP AR 
or ICES area. 

At the session Dick Pickrill made a presentation on the Canadian approach to habitat mapping and assessment, 
combining multi-beam sea bed mapping with biological sampling and digital imaging. 

He demonstrated that combining these techniques resulted in a powerful tool for resource management, which proved 
beneficia!, for instance, in the field of scallop fishing. 

After that a number of short presentations on existing mapping projects were made from the UK (4), the USA, Norway, 
and the Nether!ands. The discussion can be summarised under three major headings, as out!ined below. 

l) Opportunities for fnrther developments 

It was felt that there should be a greater emphasis on the quantitative aspects ofmapping techniques, i.e., the need to: 

a) quantify video and photographic studies; 

b) estabHsh the precision and accuracy of techniques. 

There are numerous photographs available on the seabed that should be secured by digitization, cataloguing, and geo· 
referencmg. These photographs might come in very useful for characterising biotopes, e.g., at the EUNIS 3 leve!. 

2) Points of interest to OSP AR and lCES 

There was a common understanding that: 

It is not yet feasible nor useful to produce detailed (i.e., below level 3) ha bi tat maps on the full se ale of the OSP AR 
area. However, depending on the resolution of the underlying physical data and data availability, large-scale habitat 
rnaps can be produced-the North Sea was identified as an area for which a joint mapping effort could be conducted. 

Acoustic bathymetric mapping (multi-beam survey) data provide a solid basi.s for mapping. By overlaying thesc data 
with biological data (ROV video, grab samples, etc.), useful habitat maps can easily be produced. These techniques 
allow us to overcome the issue of the scale of maps by benefiting from the high resolution of seabed maps. 

Interttdal surveys will still require significant work on intertidal and shallow water habitats. 

3) Options for implementation; recommendations 

Three proposals, designed to advance deve!opments in marine habitat mapping, were brought forward which, in the 
opinion of SGMHM, can advance developments in marine habitat mapping: 
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a) To produce a detailed habitat map of the North Sea us ing existing data. This would test data access and cooperation 
among Contracting Pantes. 

b) To carry out a joint cooperative comparison of deep-sea survey technologies and to explore the possible 
development of standards in this field. 

c) To carry out a pilot project for habitat mapping to EUNIS leve! 3 for the entire OSP AR area. This would be an 
effectivc test of the EUNIS classification. 

Annexes 14-16 of the Oban Workshop report (OSP AR, 1999) contaln more detailed information on these proposals. 
The proposals need to be carried forward within the OSP AR, ICES, and EEA frameworks. As hab!tat mapping has 
rece1Ved regular attention in the ICES Working Group on the Effects of Ex.traction of Marine Sedim~nts on the Marine 
Ecosystem (WGEXT) it was emphasised that new imtmtives should be developed in close coordination with WGEXT. 

It was recognised that there is considerable benefit in developing maps across the whole or parts of the area, especially 
in mtegrated approaches with physical and biological data. It was further pointed out that such maps have great 
potential for improved management, nature protection, and fisheries interests. 

At the meeting of SGMHM it was generally concluded that all three proposals offer important opportunities for making 
pro gress in relation to the terms of reference for the SG:r.t1HM. It was felt that, rather than choosing ane of the proposals 
mentioned, one should try to launch these initiatives simultaneously, with dose coordination between the options 
mentioned. 

It was recommended that OSP AR and ICES support these three new initiatives and work being done under the auspices 
of OSP AR or ICES. Alternatively, components of these initiatives might be incorporated in an EU Concerted Action. 
An y backing from ICES and OSP AR in this respect will be greatly appreciated. 

6 CONTRIBUTION TO THE STRA TEGl C OBJECTIVES OF THE MARINE HABITAT 
COMMITTEE 

The following strategic objectives were of importance to the Study Group. 

6,1 Objectives of Relevance to Marine Habitat Mapping 

The work of the Study Group fully covers objective l of the Marine Habitat Committee, i.e,, the development of a 
classification system for marine habitats. Furthermore, the work of SGMHM relates to: 

Objective 2: 

Objective 4: 

Objective 5: 

Development of a marine habitat quality tool. 

Knowledge on effects of human-induced habitat change. 

Knowledge on the effects of anthropogenic pollutants/contaminants on habitat and depending li ving 
resources. 

At the Workshop, same information was mentioned that will be helpful in realising the objectives specified above. 

With regard to human-induced changes, OSP AR is in vol ved in a 5-year programme reviewing the effects of sand and 
grave( extractions, cable lanes, etc. WGEXT is actively involved in this process and will provide OSPAR with 
information. 

In the UK MarLin Project, dossiers on human impacts on habitats will be prepared for all types of habitats fed into the 
classification system for miirine habitats. 

Although none of the people present at the SGMHM meeting had participated in the Scheveningen Workshop on 
Ecological Quality Objectives (EcoQOs) for the North Sea, it was assumed that this workshop might contribute to the 
development of a marine habitat quality tool, or at least provide insight into th~ present knowledge in this field. 
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Last, SGMHM felt that developmg initiatives in habitat mapping will be beneticial to objective 5 of the Marine Habitat 
Committee. 

7 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Study Group on Miirine Habitat Mapping: 

Recognising that there is considerable support for the EUNlS classification system up to levet 3 to be used as a 
framework for the classification of manne habitats; 

Recognising that the current classification does not gi ve full coverage of the ICES area. and that a further ex:tension 
should be aimed for: 

There is also a need for further elaboration of the le veis 4 and 5 of this classification, as well as a need for validation of 
the biotopcs already proposed; 

Feeling that undertakingjoint efforts in habitat mapping rna y be beneficia! to the interests of ICES; 

That active participation of nominated members with sufficient expertise in the field of marine habitat classification and 
habitat mapping is essential to SGMHM to be a ble to progress; 

That progress made should be communicated to the larger public, thus contributing to a common understanding about 
the meaning of habitat classification and mapping to present-day management of the marine environment. 

7 .I Terms of Reference for 2000 

ICES C.Res.l999/2E06 

The Study Group on Marine Habitat Mapping [SGMHM] (Chair: Dr E. Jagtman, Netherlands) will meet in The 
Hague, Netherlands from 10--13 April 2000 to: 

a) review recent developments in marine habitat classification, in particular, review in detail the outcome of the 
OSPAR/ICESÆEA Workshop on Habitat Classification and Biogeographic Regions (WKCLAS) and the Aquatic 
Restoration and Conservation (ARC) Workshop on Habitat Classification: this review should be passed to WGEXT: 

b) report on progress made in the joint OSPAR/ICESÆEA proposals on habitat rnapping projects (habitat map of the 
North Sea or Wadden Sea, deep sea map, OSP AR area map to leve! 3 of the EUNIS classification system) made at 
WKCLAS, and discuss whether SGMHM can coordinate the proposed projects: 

c) work closely with WGEXT to comment on present-day mapping technologies in relation to the requirements of 
ICES: 

d) assess whether further development of (parts of) the standing classitication is feasible, provided that there is 
enough expertise within SGMHM, and if so, take action to build further on this classification; 

e) assess whether and how BEWG should be invulved in validating the biotopes already proposed; 

t) finalise details of a Theme Session at the 2000 Annua! Science Conference on Classification and Mapping of 
Marine Habitats. 

SGMHM will report to the ACME befare its June 2000 meeting and to the Marine Habitat Committee at the 2000 
Annua! Science Conference. 

NC 
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J ustifications 

a) Develop a basis for work in /CES on manne habitat classification bu ilding on work al ready m progress m other 
organisations. 

b) The OSPAR/ICESIEEA Workshop on Habltat Classification and Biogeographic Regions (WKCLAS) resulted in 
three proposals for future cooperative habuat mapping projects: i) production of a hnbitat map for the North (or 
Wadden) Sea on the basis of existing ( ICES?) data, i i) ajoint deep-sea sun,ey workshop to devel ap standards m 
bottom-mapping techniques, iii) comprehensive habitat map of the OSP AR area with varying resolution of all 
parameters required to match level3 EU NIS classification. 

c) There are a number of technologies that are useful for marine habitat mapping; their characJ.eristics and 
usefulness need to be reviewed. 

d) Habitat mapping should be directly linked to a habitat classification system in order to ensure consistent 
interpretation of data. 

e) Cooperation wuh other relevant ICES Working Groups should be established and their respective roles defined. 

fJ A Theme Session on this topic will serve to bring togelher useful information and stimulate greater interest in 
marine habitat clas.sification and mapping. 

8 REFEREI'iCES 

OSP AR. 1999. Summary Record of the OSPARIICESÆEA Workshop on Habitat Classification and Biogeographic 
Regions. Oban. Scotland, UK. 6--10 September 1999. 
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ANNEX 1: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Name Address Telephone no. Fax no. e·mail 

Dr Rebecca Allee Office of Habltat +l 301 713 2325 +l 301 713 1043 rebecca.al lee @noaa.gov 
Conservatwn. Watershed 
Dtvtston 
t-; at10nal Marine F1sheries 
S~;:rvil:t: 

1315 East-West Htghway 
Silver Spring, MD 
CSA 

Mr Dieter Boedeker Federal Agency for Nature +49 38301 860121 +49 38301 86150 bfn.ma. vilm@online.de 
Conservatton 
International Academy for 
~-ature Conservation 
BFN-INA Island ofVilm 
D-18581 Lauterbach 
Germany 

Mr Paul Boudreau Marine Envtronment +l 902 426 i464 +l 902 426 6695 houJi·cau(I<'E'mo.r dl'o-
Sciences Divtsion mro.gc.ca 
Department of Fisheries 
amd Oceans 
Bedford Inst tute of 
Oceanography 
P. O. Box 1006 
Dartmouth 
Nova Scotia B2Y 4A2 
Canada 

Dr Siån Boyd CEFAS +44 (0)1621 787245 +44 (0)1621 784989 s.e.boyd@cefas.co.uk 
Bumham Laboratory (DL) 
Remembrance Avenue 
Burnham on Crouch 
Essek CMO 8HA 
United Kingdom 

Dr Craig Brown CEFAS +44 (0)1621 787214 +44 (0)1621 784989 c.j.brown @cefas.co.uk 
Burnham Laboratory 
Remernbrance Avenue 
Bumham on Crouch 
Essex CMO 8HA 
United Kingdom 

Mr David Connor Jamt Nature Conservation +44 (0)1733 866837 +44 (0)1733 555948 con nor JCq1 111cc.gov .uk 
Comrnittee 
City Road 
Peterborough PEl lJY 
United Kingdom 

Rabin Harvey Scottish Association for +44 (0)1631567828 +44 (0)1631 565518 roh @woo.nerc.nc.uk 
Marine Science 
Dunstaffnage Marine 
Laboratory 
F.O. Box 3 
Oban 
Argyll PA34 4AD 
United Kingdom 

Dr Eric Jagtman RIKZ +31 70 3114217 +31 703114330 e.ja~LmantQ'nh.L.rws m1nv 
(Chair) P. O. Box 20907 cnw.nl 

2500 EX The Hague 
The Netherlands 
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Name Address Telephone no. Fax no. e-mail l 

Dr Dick de Jong RIKZ +31 118 672284 +31 118 651046 dl diOn!!;@rtk/.tW\ lrtll\'C 

P,O. Box 8039 nw.nl 
4338 EA Middleburg 
The Netherlands 

Mr James Massey The Manne Techno:ogy +44 (0) 141 +44 (O) 1274 677861 p.liTICS rna~:..cxl<:!lholmail .c 
Centre 3304336 ()Ill 

University of Glasgow 
Glasgow 
G12 OQA 
Umted Kingdom 

Mr Jean Munro Maurice-Lamontagne +l (418) 775 0826 +l (418) 775 0679 munroJ@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 
Institute 
850 Raute de la mer 
P.O. Box 100 
Mont-Joli 
Quebec G5H 3Z4 
Canada 

Dr Thomas Noji Institute of Marine +47 55 23 8500 +47 55 23 8584 llwma~.no1 i (i:!l i mr. no 
Research 
P.O. Box 1870 Nordnes 
N-5817 Bergen 
Norway 

Dr Jgnacto Olaso fnstituto Espaiiol de +34 942 291060 or +34 942 275072 tolasoVPst ico.es 
Oceanografia +34 942 291065 
Centro Oceanograflco de 
Santander 
Ministeno de Agncultura, 
Pesca y Alimentacion 
Apartado de Correos no. 
240 
ES-39080 Saatander 
Spmn 

Dr Tom Pearson SEAS Ltd. +44 (0)1631 566877 +44 (0)1631 564124 scas@wgo.nerc ac.u~ 
cio Dunstaffnage Marine 
l.aboratory 
P. O. Box 3 
Oban 
Argyll PA34 
L nited Kingdom 

Dr Richard Pickrill Geological Survey of 
Canada (Atlaatic) 

+l (902) 426 5387 +l (902) 426 6186 n1cknll @agc.bio.ns.ca 

Bedford Institute of 
Oceanography 
P.O. Box 1006 
Dartmouth 
Nova Scotia B2Y 4A2 

Canada 

Mr lvor Rees University of Wales Bangor +44 (0)1284 716367 +44 (0)1248 716367 os~058 @bangor.ac.uk 

School of Ocean Sciences 
Menai Bndge 
Gwynedd LL59 5EY 
Umted Kingdom 

Dr R1cardo Santos Departmento de +351 92 292944 +3'il 92 292659 r]!;;ardo@ do p. uac. gl 

Oceanografia e Pescas 
Universidade dos Azores 
Cais de Santa Cruz 
PT 990!-862 Horta 
(Azores) 
Portugal 
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CLAS 99/112-E 

CLAS 99/211-E 

CLAS 99/2/2-E 

CLAS 99/2/3-E 

CLAS 99/2/4-E 

CLAS 99/2/5-E 

CLAS 99/311-E 

CLAS 99/5/1-E 

The EUNIS marine habitat classification (July 1999). Submitted by the European 
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Topic Centre on Nature Conservation, EUNIS Habitat Classification, draft final 
report (Jul y 1999) by Cynthia E. Da vies and Dorian Moss. 
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Kingdom). Original document: Connor, D.W. 1997. Marine biotope classificat10n 
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Guidance on proposing new habitats for the classification. 

Correlation of habitat classtfications for the OSP AR area. Submitted by the United 
Kingdom. 

Biological Inventory (Portuguese Coast). Submitted by Portugal. Report prepared by 
M.T. Guerra and M.J. Gaudencio, IPIMAR. Lisboa, Portugal. 
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Estuarine Habitat Classification. 

Biogeographic regions in the OSPAR area. Subrnitted by Germany. Original 
document: Biogeographical units of the OSP AR-maritime area. Discussion paper 
prepared by W. Dinter, German Federal Agency for Nature Conservation. 

Marine benthic habitat mapping activities in the Atlantic Canada. Subnutted by 
Canada. Original document: Boudreau. P.R., Gordon Jr., D.C., Hackett, J., Lawton 
P., McCullough, D. Pickrill, R. Rangeley, R.W., and Todd, B.J. Marine Benthic 
Habitat Mapping Activities in Atlantic Canada. 

Hiscock, K., Jackson, A., and Lear, D. 1999. Assessing seabed species and ecosystem sensitivites. Existing approacbes 
and development. Report to the Department of the Environment, Transport, and the Regions from the Marine Life 
Information Network (MarLIN), Plymouth, UK. Marine Biological Association of the UK (marLIN Report No. l). 
March 1999 edition. 

de Jong, D.J. 1999. Ecotopes in the Dutch marine tida! waters. A proposal for a classification of ecotopes and a method 
to map them. Report of the National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management, the Netherlands. RIKZ-report 
99.017. 

Service, M. 1998. Monitoring benthic habitats in a marine nature reserve. Journal of Shellfish Research, 17 (5): 1487-
1489. 
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